
MNM Fatal 2007MNM Fatal 2007--0707

Falling Material Accident   Falling Material Accident   
April 5, 2007 (Texas)April 5, 2007 (Texas)
Dimension Sandstone OperationDimension Sandstone Operation
Contractor Tire Repairman   Contractor Tire Repairman   
45 years old45 years old
8 8 years experienceyears experience



OverviewOverview

The victim was fatally injured The victim was fatally injured while while 
replacing tires on a wheel loader.  He was replacing tires on a wheel loader.  He was 
pinned under the loader when it fell off two pinned under the loader when it fell off two 
supporting hydraulic jacks.supporting hydraulic jacks.





Root CauseRoot Cause

Policies and procedures were inadequate. Policies and procedures were inadequate. 
Potential hazards were not addressed before Potential hazards were not addressed before 
performing the task of changing tires on a performing the task of changing tires on a 
wheel loader. Procedures were not wheel loader. Procedures were not 
established to ensure the wheel loader was established to ensure the wheel loader was 
blocked against hazardous motion.blocked against hazardous motion.



Best PracticesBest Practices

Stop, Look, Analyze, and Manage (SLAM) each Stop, Look, Analyze, and Manage (SLAM) each 
task to identify all potential hazards before task to identify all potential hazards before 
performing maintenance work. Practice safe work performing maintenance work. Practice safe work 
habits during the entire task. habits during the entire task. 
Train miners and persons hired to perform work Train miners and persons hired to perform work 
on the mine site in safe work procedures before on the mine site in safe work procedures before 
beginning repairs. Monitor work to ensure beginning repairs. Monitor work to ensure 
procedures are followed. procedures are followed. 
Securely block equipment against all hazardous Securely block equipment against all hazardous 
motion at all times while performing maintenance motion at all times while performing maintenance 
work. work. 
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